WHO DUNNIT? The write up of a kid detective
Hello, I’m detective Benoit. When I am called up, I am called up to investigate a crime. When I
am called up I should be ready and I am. I got to the crime scene at 8:00. My detective training
told me IT happened over a long period of time, say 7:40 pm to 6:15 am, and it was on both the
30th and 31st of October.
I believe that Mrs. Bain and Detective Bain are the same person and this hole thing up. My
proof is that the crime seen the highlighters were opened, but yet the handprints were make with
highlighter. Also one of the handprints was made during class. That implicates that Mrs.
Bain/Detective Bain is the culprit. I will find out about by looking at surveillance. Who did it?
I believe there is more than one way to get in a building, and maybe that other way you can get
in without being detected. Obviously this leads up not just to braking and entering, but a set up
for somebody else ofcourse since Detective Bain is trying to get someone in trouble. So back to
the basics. I observed a flashlight on the ground, a ticket to Paris, France (red herring), a hand
print, some files that are opened, a bunch of Lysol wipes, a shawl (something to cover your
face), a candy wrapper, a knocked down sool, a bunch of fantasy books piled up on the ground, a
Ticket to France with one adult on it, and a ticket that was turning $________ into euros.
What I think happened is that Mrs. Bain set this whole thing up at 7:00, and had to hurry up and
go because the janitor was on the hall. When she was slipping out the janitor saw her. My
forces checked the tape records and saw the janitor sneek a peek at the villain. Mrs. Bain turned
into Detective Bain. She also saw it to because she was there and is trying to arrest the janitor
before he could tell anybody. My forces went to his house and saw nothing the house was
deserted. Mrs. Bain must have gotten there first. We went to detective Bain’s house only to find
no Mrs. Bain but a janitor with tape on his mouth and wrapped in rope. I didn’t know what
happened. The janitor told me the French ticket wasn’t a red herring so we raced to the airport as
fast as we could but we were 10 seconds late so we hopped on our private jet and flew to France.
We’re in France and we’re asking the locals, but no luck. One day a hotel owner gave us this
message “She in my hotel” said the man, so we raced to the hotel only to see a window open.
We traced her tracks and found out she was going to St. Malo a city along the coast. On know,
now she can escape to somewhere else. So I called the agency. When we got there Detective
Bain was getting on a yacht that would help her get away. All the sudden submarines came from
every angle. The captain came out and said anything you say will and should be used against
you.
A WEEK LATER
So we caught Mrs. Bain, she went to trial and she lost because there was so much evidence that
proved her guilty. Right now she has a 10 year sentence in Azkaban (jail).
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